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My work gets its inspiration from the real to transform and reshuffle
it. Walking into urban and rural environments is the source of my
production.
The observation of the subtle modification of the air, which then
percolates through my reflection, gives me the matter of my creation.
I trace into space signs and structures that evoke organic forms, a
cartography of my experience of the world. These shapes evoke the
structure of architecture and the structure of nature; how they are
connected.
Every painting session is preceded by a warm-up akin to that of a
dancer. This time of preparation allows me to become closer with
my body and makes my movements more fluid and spontaneous.
The study of Chinese calligraphy has given my brush strokes more
sensibility and delicacy as well.
Photography, paintings and drawings are media that allow me to
translate the particularity of my motif. My images propose a reflection
on our surroundings using forms that look like borders or maps. I
instinctively play with layers of superposition, complex structures
and the unpredictable in my graphic research. I am interested in the
relationship between urbanization and the natural environment. My
photography allows me to catch anodyne moments, details from
daily life.

I show representation between reality and imagination. The images
that I exhibit play between shroud and palimpsest. They evoke a
poetic universe present in our daily environment. My work aims to
observe the interminable, which gives form to a world of improbable
cartographies.
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Unnamed Road, Kita-ku, Tōkyō-to / 2018 /
Ink, carbon on japanese paper /
60x40 cm /

Mukaejima Island, Naoshima / 2018 /
Ink, carbon on japanese paper /
30x28 cm /

Unnamed Road,Kofuchūmachi,Kōfu / 2018 /
Ink, carbon on japanese paper /
30x28 cm /

This artwork shows Japanese dashboard photographs and nature
sketches. These images are printed with yellow carbon paper on
Japanese paper. The artwork is composed by superposition of
Indian ink, pigments and water, which make the paper expand.
Squeeze together cartography and nature using the concept of
structure bring the spectator to observe the similarity and difference
of this two domain.

Unnamed Road,Sakyō-ku, Kyōto / 2018 /
Ink, carbon on japanese paper /
30x28 cm /

Mappu # 06 / 2018 /
Ink, carbon on vellum paper /
50x70 cm /
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Mappu # 03 / 2018 /
Ink, carbon on vellum paper /
50x70 cm /

This drawing series reroute photographs of Kyoto, Kofu and
Tokyo maps. In 2016, I realised a research in Japan named
“Borderline”, it consisted to get lost in the city. Every day I
wandered through city streets, asking the people I met the
same question: Can you draw me a map from here to the train
station?
Each map I received provided someone’s unique vision of
the neighbourhood. In return, I gave each person a handdrawn picture; the Japanese people I met seemed genuinely
surprised and touched by this poetic and impromptu
exchange.
By the time, my look was more attract by maps that where cover
with nature, interfering with the initial message of orientation.

Mappu # 04 / 2018 /
Ink, carbon on vellum paper /
50x70 cm /
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Tanabata / 2017 /
Performance /
paper, theard/

This installation get is inspiration with the Tanabata celebration,
in this moment temples tree are covered of colour paper
where people write wish.
The text Under the evocation of god from olds objectives, from
Toshiyuki Horie tell a story mixing imaginative and historic
facts. I write it on bible paper and Japanese paper in French
and Japanese.
Coloured paper was available for people. They can write their
thought.

Tanabata / 2017 /
Installation in situ /
paper, theard
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Skull / 2015
Pigment on paper /
55x65 cm

Duel / 2015
Pigment on paper /
140x140 cm

Asiatic papers are very light and resistant. They offer a high reactivity to water and folding.
To obtain forms that oscillate between my gesture and spontaneous reaction, I use monotype technique with a high quantity of water.
Water allows a great propagation of pigments to stimulate unpredictable forms.
These forms contrast with the folding lines, which evoke maps.

View from the exhibition Carte Blanche / 2015
Serie Mouvance & Rythms
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Sensitive to the industrial wasteland, metalic overlap, I interpreted
the movement of the city, the machines’ vibrations, the decrepit
walls cracked like urban scars, the town which appears and
disappears, which constructs and destroys itself... A repertory
of images is created by this experience, which will act as raw
materiel for my pictorial compositions.
Between the interplay of colours and lines of force, my paintings
play on chromatic and graphic accumulation. My drawings
overlap on the canvas, interlace, superimpose upon one
another. The Basquiat exhibition last autumn in Paris helped me
free my hand movements through the use of pastel directly on
canvas. This medium allows me to place a strong, affirmative
line, assuring the spontaneity of my drawings. The graphic
framework, almost unreal, is rendered dynamic by a vibrant and
luminous palette. The colour balances these profusions of lines,
each bringing its own impression of depth. The ensemble gives
birth to palimpsests of line and colour.

Sans titre / 2011
Felt pen on paper /
21x29,7 cm

Usine C.P.C.U. n°3 / 2012 /
Oil and pastel on canvas /
140x186 cm

Usine C.P.C.U. n°4 / 2012
Oil and pastel on canvas /
199x202 cm

Sans Titre / 2011 /
Felt pen on paper /
21x29,7 cm
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Promenade Signoret / 2011
Oil and pastel on wood /
90x140 cm

Porte des Poissonniers / 2010
Oil and pastel on canvas /
90x150 cm

Rue Sainte-Marthe & rue R.J. Moinon / 2010
Oil and pastel on canvas /
90x150 cm
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I examine shapes born by coincidence.
From this perspective, I erect compositions
where human construction and naturals
forms meet each other.
This selection of photography came from
my travels in South America and SouthEast Asia. I invite the spectator to discover
a way of universality facing the passage of
the time.

Made in Sukhothaï / 2012 /
Photograph glue packed on aluminium /
50x70 cm

Made in Vietnam / 2012 /
Photograph glue packed on aluminium /
50x70 cm

Made in Bolivia / 2009 /
Photograph glue packed on aluminium /
50x70 cm

Made in Ohara / 2016 /
Photograph glue packed on aluminium /
50x70 cm

Made in Vietnam / 2012
Photograph glue packed on aluminium /
50x70 cm

